One of the important parameters of the ubiquitous spicules rising intermittently above the surface of the Sun is the variation of spicule spline orientation with respect to the solar coordinates, presumably reflecting the focusing of ejection by the coronal magnetic field. Here we first use a method of tracing limb spicules using a combination of second derivative operators in multiple directions around each pixel to enhance the visibility of fine linear part of spicules. Furthermore, the Hough transform is used for a statistical analysis of spicule orientations in different regions around the solar limb, from the pole to the equator. Our results show a large difference of spicule apparent tilt angles in regions of: 1) the solar poles, 2) the equator, 3) the active regions and 4) the coronal holes. Spicules are visible in a radial direction in polar regions with a tilt angle <20˚. The tilt angle is even reduced inside a coronal hole (open magnetic field lines) to 10 degrees and at the lower latitude the tilt angle reaches values in excess of 50 degree. Usually, around an active region they show a wide range of apparent angle variations from -60 to +60 degrees, which is in close resemblance to the rosettes made of dark mottles and fibrils seen in projection with the solar disk.
Introduction
The origin of the upper levels of the solar atmosphere heating and the fast wind mass loss seem directly related to the dynamic behavior of the solar spicules or of regions directly above having a more extended structure, the so-called giant or macro-spicules and spikes. References [1] and [2] directly relate spicule orientation to the ambient coronal magnetic field and Auchere et al. claimed that it could be related to the chromosphere prolateness effect [3] . Reference [4] claimed a relation between inclinations of magnetic flux tubes and the tunneling of low-frequency photospheric P-modes which are more than sufficient in carrying energy fluxes into the corona and transition region. Less than one percent of the spicule mass is indeed transported towards the corona and this is enough to compensate for solar fast wind mass losses located in coronal holes, see [5] and [6] , where the spicules are more vertical and taller than the quieter solar spicules. Giant and macro spicules are believed to sometimes give an EUV and SXR (Soft X-Ray) jet which could be explained in case of a release of sufficient energy coming from the free energy of the coronal magnetic field [7] and related to process occurring near a magnetic null point, including reconnection events.
Several authors have listed the physical parameters of spicules [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and others based on off-disk measurements of projected linear structures at a known true angle with respect to the solar local vertical [13, 14] .
They found that the most common inclination is in the range of 20 -45 degrees and the average true inclination is about 36 degrees for measurements made below the 70˚ latitude. These are somewhat broader than the distributions found by Beckers [9] who found a variation from the vertical of 20 degrees at a 60˚ latitude. Van de Hulst [15] could not specify the average orientation. Reference [16] found the average inclination around the axis of symmetry is 29 degrees and that the average spicule tends to be inclined toward the equator. More recently, Pasachoff recorded measurements near the solar minimum activity and found a tilt of 27 degrees with a 5 degrees dispersion, while Heristchi and Mouradian's measurements were taken in 1970 at solar maximum.
The orientation of spicules is a valuable parameter in absence of direct magnetic field measurements of sufficient resolution in this region, because it is presumably determined by the flow of plasma which should occur along the magnetic field lines, especially where the solar magnetic field pressure dominates the gas pressure.
Of course, all these measurements suffered from overlapping effect of spicules seen along each line of sight, the effect of which will be more important when we look near the solar limb, see reference [17] for a model investtigation of this effect.
The main purpose of this paper is to automatically and objectively determine the apparent tilt angle of spicules spline using excellent observations from the seeing free Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) limb imaging experiment, [18, 19] , onboard Hinode [20] . A technique for the automatic detection of limb spicules has been developed and statistical measurements were conducted for determining the tilt angle for spicules at different heliocentric angles.
Observations and Data Reduction
We selected five sequences of solar limb observations made at different positions of the limb using the broadband filter instrument (BFI) of the SOT of the Hinode mission ( Table 1) . We use series of image sequences obtained in the Ca II H chromospheric and still "cool" emission line; a wavelength pass-band centered at 398.86 nm with a FWHM of 0.3 nm and a cadence of 20 seconds is used with an exposure time of 0.5 s giving a spatial resolution of the SOT-Hinode limited by the diffraction at 0"16 or 120 km on the Sun; a 0"0541 pixel size scale is used.
We used the SOT routine program "fg_prep" to reduce the image parasitic spikes and the jitter effect and to align the time series. The time series show a slow pointing drift, with an average speed less than 0''015/min toward the north as illustrated by the very slow solar limb motion.
A superior spatial image processing for thread-like features is obtained using the mad-max algorithm [21] and [22] . See Figure 1 and top panels of Figures 2 and 3 for ex. Table 1 illustrates information on all positions and dates (first and second columns) which are used in this paper. The size of each image used is 1024 × 512 pixels 2 (Hinode read out only the central pixels of the larger detector to keep the high cadence within the telemetry restrictions) thus covering an area of (FOV) 111" × 56".
For the detection and tracing of spicules in 2D we apply and develop a method with the following steps: 1) To increase the visibility of spicules, a radial logarithmic scale is applied; 2) To enhance linear features, the Madmax operator is used [22] . The aim of the Madmax operator is to trace the bright hair-like features in solar ultimate observations polluted by a noise of different origins. This popular spatial operator uses the second derivative in an optimally selected direction for which its absolute value has a maximum value (Figure 1) . Figure 1 shows an example of these processing made to avoid artifact effects due to compression or calibration. We use the raw data, but still some artifacts related to pixel size and to the transformation methods are seen; note also the CCD read-out defect near the center of the frames in Figure 2 .
Next, we consider the spicule apparent inclinations using the Hough transform (Hough, 1962) . This section describes how to use the Hough transform functions to detect lines in an image. This transformation method is a feature extraction technique that finds imperfect instances of objects within a certain class of shapes. The simplest case of Hough transform is the linear transform for detecting straight lines. The Hough transform creates an accumulator matrix. The (r,θ) pair represents the location of a cell in the accumulator matrix. Every valid (logical true) pixel of the input binary image (x i , y j ) represented by (R,C), produces a r value for all θ values (see Figure 4) . The block quantifies the r values to the nearest number in the r vector. The r vector depends on the size of the input image and the user-specified r resolution. The block increments a counter (initially set to zero) in those accumulator array cells represented by (r, θ) pairs found for each pixel, the straight line can be described as y j = Rx i + C. This process validates the point (R,C) to be on the line defined by (r, θ). The block repeats this process for each logical true pixel in the image (Figure  4) . The Hough outputs the resulting accumulator matrix. If the curves corresponding to two points are superimposed, the location (in the Hough space) where they cross corresponds to a line (in the original image space) that passes through both points. More generally, a set of points that form a straight line will produce sinusoids which cross at the parameters for that line [23] .
The classical Hough transform concerned the identifycation of lines in images, but nowadays the use of the Hough transform has been extended to identifying positions of arbitrary shapes, most commonly loops and ellipses. Thus, it is an ideal method to find all linear structures. To qualify them as a spicule, we started assuming they must be longer than 2" (~20 pixels for SOT).
Figures 2 and 3 show a result of line segmentation using the Hough transform. With this transformation we can trace more than 70 percent of spicules, when visually comparing mad-maxed image and the Hough transformed data. In Hough transformation this rate could be increased by changing the segmentation value qualifying features as spicules. Finally, spicules were defined as bright and straight features which are more than 2 arcsec (about 20 pixels) long and at least 4 pixels wide. Using these values we obtained a typical level of accuracy of about 70 percent, although in several cases, at crossing points, such accuracy could not be found. The average value for spicule length is about 5000 to 10,000 km and they have a wide range of widths (in close agreement with Tavabi et al. [12] ).
The tilt angle distribution of the fine H Ca II spicules is exactly the same in both directions left and right from the normal direction with an absolute value of about 50 degrees. This behavior is shown by the spicule tracing using the Hough transform in Figure 3 , and the matrix of the Hough transform clearly showing a statistically equal tilt angle (red color in panel (b) of Figure 5 ).
Results
We investigated the apparent inclination of spicules and found a statistically average value for different locations around the solar limb. All these results are outlined in Table 1 for four of them (minimum activity), and the Hough matrix elements are plotted in Figure 5 .
These results are indeed in general agreement with Pa- sachoff [11] and Heristchi and Mouradian [16] . We however found a big difference between polar region angles for the quiet Sun and for the coronal hole region of the active Sun (Figure 5) , when the B angle had a large value and when the coronal hole layers were visible (Figure 2) . In this figure, spicules are mostly taller and radial; in addition, some small loops were also seen there.
The quiet Sun spicules in the lower latitude were oriented in a direction pointing toward the solar equator. This behavior had been reported by Heristchi and Mouradian [16] . But Pasachoff et al. [11] could not find such correlation. In our study, we found that this effect depends on the activity of the nearby region; in this case it is at North East in Figure 6 . A large difference was seen between the two opposite directions as a result of the presence of active regions. To confirm this effect, we would need a larger field of view. The Hough transform matrix also gives us a rough estimate of the number of detected spicules (or straight lines) over the image ( Table 1 , column 3 and the corresponding color bar for each plot).
Discussion and Conclusion
The solar chromosphere above 1.5 Mm or even less is not exactly a spherically stratified atmosphere as assumed in classical hydrostatic atmospheric models. The upper edge of the chromosphere seen at moderate resolution in strong chromospheric emission lines is rather "blurred" as it consists of the mixture of a large number of jet-like dynamic spicules and of coronal plasma between them. Many past observations showed that at the epoch of solar minimum the extension of the chomosphere near the poles is systematically higher than at the equator ( [3, 24, 25] ) and modern precise measurements confirmed and substantiated these early suggestions ( [1, 26] ). The amount of prolateness depends of phase of the solar cycle, of the behavior of spicules and possibly of the inter-spicule matter. The difference in the height of polar and equatorial chromospheres arises due to the difference in structure of polar and low latitude magnetic fields. It is well-known that the large-scale magnetic field in polar regions is mostly open at the sunspot minimum, while in the equatorial region it is mostly closed according to the dominance of the global dipolar and octupolar spherical harmonics. The small-scale structure of the magnetic field in the two regions is likely not being the same. The real fine structure of the polar magnetic field is elusive. There is a strong suspicion that it is very similar to the fine structure of the magnetic field within coronal holes sometimes observed at low latitudes. As far as we know, the chromospheric layer is mainly filled with spicules and the thickness o the chromosphere shows a f Table 1 .
wide range of variations (from pole to equator and quiet to active Sun during the solar cycle). This has been reported by several authors ( [1, 3, 27] ). They have suggested that the elevation of the limb in the chromosphere may be caused by the presence of spicules. The polar extension seems consistent with a reduced heat input to the chromosphere in the polar coronal holes compared to the quiet-Sun atmosphere at the equator vs. the active-Sun. However, a strong link to the local magnetic field determines the direction of spicules and their focusing. The falling back of the spicule material due to the solar gravity attraction is feeding the interspicular space that is more diffuse and possibly hotter. The result of our analysis points to a specific relationship of the spicule directions and the spicule/interspicule magnetic topology that could be more easily evidenced using observations made in hotter emission lines. This should be now studied thanks to the data made recently available from the AIA experiment of the SOT mission of NASA.
